Home Learning – Week beginning Monday 4th May 2020
Reading and
phonics

Miss Carberry’s Group
Phase 3
J, V, W

Phonics
Miss Reid-Smith’s Group
Phase 4
Blending for reading

Mrs Speed’s Group
Phase 6
Suffixes rules – er, ing, ed, est, y, en

The key to reading is little and often. Much better to read for 15 minutes most days, than for 1 hour once a
week.
Try to go on Bug Club at least 3 times a week and remember to answer all the questions before moving onto a
new book. It is not a race to read as many as you can! It is important that you understand what you are
reading (any hopefully enjoy it too!).
Remember, reading happens in many different ways – all of which are great, as long as you are reading! For
example, I bought a stand to raise my computer up last week and I had to read the instructions on how to put
it together…so I was reading then!
Here are some more ideas to keep you reading. Don’t forget to read First News and to access the library
online if you have a library card.
https://www.beano.com/ Lots of fun things to read and do with my favourite comic!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround Keep up to date with the news.
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/home-is-good/ Interesting things to read and do.
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/librarypage?view=image&query=&type=book&age_group=&level=&level_select=&book_type=&series=#
Oxford Owl – I have signed us up for free access. Look on Seesaw for more details.

Literacy

The government have set up ‘Oak National Academy’ https://www.thenational.academy/ . This is a site with
a comprehensive set of lessons, created by teachers and designed for home learning. We shall be using this
for literacy learning this week.
Look on Seesaw for more details and the links you need.
If you see LO it means learning objective – this is like our WALT and WILFs.

Full Stops
Sam’s Sandwich by David Pelham
Phonics – ay,ai, a_e
Spelling words, linked to phonic
sounds or high frequency words
(HFW)
Play
Delay
Trail
Explain
Cake
Shake
Your (HFW)
Put (HFW)
Hear the story
Commit the story to memory
Use the conjunction ‘and’
Write a set of instructions
Continue to write set of instructions

Commas
The Firework Maker’s Daughter –
Philip Pullman (FMD)
Spellings - common exception
words
Door
Floor
Poor
Because
Find
Kind
Mind
Behind
Child
Children
Focus: Instructions (How to make a
Firework)
Reading comprehension focusing
on retrieval.
Reading comprehension focusing
on finding the meaning of words.

Question Marks
Focus: Instructions
Reading comprehension focusing
on fact retrieval.
Continued reading to develop
word meaning.
Identify key features of instructions.
Key feature focus: Adverbs
Use key features in order to write
own composition.

Identify key features of instructions.
Key feature focus: Adverbs
Define adverbs, identify adverbs of
time and practise writing
instructions using adverbs.
Write a set of instructions using
adverbs of time and manner.

Maths

Remember to complete your Mathletics learning. Don’t forget that your activities for the week will appear at
9am on Monday morning and disappear at 6.30pm on Sunday evening! Do all of the activities before you
play the games and if you don’t score very well the first time, don’t give up, have another go!

Blue Squares

Foundation
Subjects –
History

Green Circles
Week 2 of time – look on Seesaw for all the details

You will be learning about VE Day, what it is and why it so important.

VE Day –
Friday 8th May
2020
Additional
Activities

Makaton signs – Days of the week

Red Triangles

